Step 7: Editing

Now that the content of your paper is complete, you can begin to clean up the grammar, spelling, and punctuation. This worksheet is designed to take you through the editing process so that you can identify your weaknesses (and strengths!) and correct your own mistakes. Hint: You will need your grammar handbook, *A Writer’s Reference*, to help you find the answers to these questions.

**Style: “I just don’t like the way it sounds.”**

1. What is diction? What are two types of diction? List the characteristics of each.
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

Which one should you use for your paper?________________________________________

Read through your paper one paragraph at a time, and make changes to your draft as needed.

2. What is tone? What should the tone of your paper be?

Read through your paper one paragraph at a time, and think about the tone. Make changes as needed.

3. What is fair language? Do you have any instances of unfair language in your paper? How can you correct them?
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

4. Word choice:
   a. What is denotation? ______________________________________________________
   b. What is connotation? _____________________________________________________

Look through your paper and look for words that you are unsure of; list them here. Then, look up the words in the dictionary. Do you need to change them?

5. General vs. Specific Words: Which should you use?
Read through your paper and look for general words; circle them. Then go back and look at each one. How can you rephrase it to make it more descriptive and specific? Make changes on your draft.

6. Redundancy: Read through your draft aloud and listen for words you use over and over. Highlight those words on your draft and list them below.

Now, get out a thesaurus and look up each word. What words could you use instead of the ones listed above? Remember to keep in mind the connotation of the replacement words.

7. What is a cliché? Should you use them in your paper? Why or why not?

Read through your paper and look for clichés. Highlight them on your draft and list them here.

Think about what you are trying to say with each cliché and write a replacement phrase. **Example:** That company is straight as an arrow = That company is very ethical and fair.

8. Sentence length: What is a choppy sentence? What is a wordy sentence?

Read through your paper out loud and listen for choppy and wordy sentences. Are there any that should be separated by punctuation or that should be combined? Make these corrections on your draft.

**Correct Language: “Is this right?”**

1. From the list below, circle the language errors that concern you. If you aren’t sure where you have problems, look through comments from old papers or make an appointment to see a Writing Center tutor. If you don’t see your item in the list, write it in.

   Subject/verb agreement   Word usage   Commas
   Verb endings            Prepositions   Semicolons
2. Now, list the items you circled in order of priority. Locate the chapters or pages in your handbook where those items are covered. Read those sections to understand the rules; complete some of the practice exercises. If you still need help, ask your teacher or make an appointment to meet with a Writing Center tutor.

3. Once you feel more comfortable with the rules, read through your paper, concentrating on one editing item at a time. You should read out loud, and you may want to consider starting at the end of the paper and reading one sentence at a time (backwards). This will allow you to really look at each sentence individually. Make corrections as you read, and be sure to check the handbook when you have questions.